Elevate Your Career
Ascend With Argo offers career-building educational content, exclusive professional insights and a network of industrywide connections.

DESIGNED FOR:
- Recent graduates with up to three years of experience
- Early-career professionals with three to five years of experience
- Internship groups within the insurance industry

Join Ascend With Argo to access ongoing development opportunities*, including:
- A shadow program that provides a firsthand look at underwriting
- Continuing education scholarships
- A web-based training portal and content hub

Shadow Opportunities
Educational experiences pair Argo employees with brokers to provide a firsthand look at the underwriting process.

THE GOAL IS SIMPLE:
Give brokers a better understanding of a day in the life of an underwriter.
- Explore Argo Group’s lines of business and appetite
- Understand the submission clearance process
- Learn best practices for submissions

Participants are encouraged to bring a submission that they are working on. An Argo underwriter will walk through the process of underwriting it in real time.

Please reach out to the contact below to recommend an early-career broker on your team whom you would like to have participate.

Claire Scully
Marketing Program Manager
312-447-1024
claire.scully@argogroupus.com

Visit argolimited.com/ascend-with-argo/ to view resources and learn about future offerings.

* Shadow days and scholarship opportunities are available for qualifying applicants. Please reach out for more information.